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Abstract
A functional differential equation admitting a complete guiding set always has an a priori
bounded solution. The introduction of this concept and the idea of reducibility allow the
authors to apply a well-known method for the autonomous case to a non-autonomous
problem. A previous result of Ortega and Tineo is extended to a non-hyperbolic semilinear
functional differential equation with almost-periodic coefﬁcients in its lineal part. The non-
hyperbolicity condition is established in terms of the Sacker–Sell spectrum of the associated
linear system.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
This paper provides a method to establish the existence of a bounded solution for
a class of functional differential equations, based on the classical theory of guiding
functions (see [21]). We introduce the concept of complete guiding set for a
functional differential equation, combining in this deﬁnition requirements for
averaged guiding functions (previously deﬁned by Mawhin and Ward [27]) with
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those inspired in the properties of one-dimensional bounded cocycles (see [12,17,18]).
A complete guiding set on an interval assures the existence of an a priori bounded
solution of a boundary value problem, whereas a complete guiding set on an
expansive sequence of intervals covering R (with uniform internal constants)
provides a bounded global solution of the equation.
The idea of complete guiding set can be reﬁned to establish conditions assuring the
existence of bounded solutions for semilinear equations, which is the second purpose
of the paper. When the linear part has an exponential dichotomy, this is a classical
question considered by Demidovic [5] and Massera [23]. Partial studies in the case of
ﬁnite or inﬁnite-dimensional systems with autonomous non-hyperbolic linear part
can be found in [11,13,15,30], as well as references therein, where there appear some
criteria of compatibility with the existence of bounded solutions. In order to deal
with this problem in the non-autonomous case we introduce the concept of uniform
complete guiding set for a parametric family of differential equations. The
uniformity in the elliptic terms together with the reducibility of the hyperbolic part
allow us to extend a well-known method for the theory of autonomous differential
equations to the study of a non-autonomous problem. We use basic properties of
almost-periodic functions and almost-periodic linear systems (convergence of
Fourier series, Sacker–Sell perturbation theorem) to approximate a hyperbolic
almost-periodic linear system by a sequence of hyperbolic periodic ones (and hence
by reducible systems) with continuous variation of the splittings providing the
hyperbolicity. In this context, the existence of a bounded solution for a dense subset
of the family provides a bounded solution for every element of the family.
In particular, we show that a previous result obtained by Ortega and Tineo [30] for
an n-order resonant semilinear scalar differential equation with constant coefﬁcients
is valid for a functional differential equation with almost-periodic coefﬁcients in its
linear part. We formulate the condition of non-hyperbolicity in terms of the Sacker–
Sell spectrum of the corresponding n-dimensional linear systems (see [19,33]). A new
set of variables provides an expression of this system which ﬁts on the class of those
ones studied in the previous steps of the paper. Written in this form, a uniform
complete guiding set is easily obtained, and hence the existence of a bounded
solution is proved.
Previous deﬁnitions of guiding functions for functional differential equations and
related conditions assuring the solvability of boundary value problems are given by
Mawhin [24,25] and Fonda [9]. The problem of ﬁnding conditions for the existence
of bounded and almost-periodic solutions of differential equations has been studied
for many years; see [1–3,11,16,22,31,35], and references therein. Note that the proof
of almost-periodicity from the occurrence of a bounded solution requires hypotheses
signiﬁcatively different from those considered in this paper. Novo and Obaya [28]
and Nu´n˜ez and Obaya [29] make a topological and ergodic study of the skew-
product ﬂows induced by almost-periodic second order linear equations, analyzing in
particular the presence of almost-periodic dynamics. Finally, other extensions of the
result of Ortega and Tineo are given by Fonda and Zanolin [10] for the Lie´nard
equation and by Mawhin and Ward [26] for a second-order resonant equation with
autonomous linear part.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we deﬁne complete guiding sets
and prove those results stating their connection with the existence of periodic and
bounded solutions. The case in which a unique non-singular coercive function
constitutes a complete guiding set is analyzed in detail. In Section 3, we introduce the
concept of uniform complete guiding set and begin with the analysis of a semilinear
differential equation. Here we only consider the case of constant linear part. The case
of almost-periodic linear part is analyzed in Section 4, once extended the result of
the previous section to the case of a reducible linear part. Finally, Section 5 contains
the extension of the result of Ortega and Tineo previously mentioned.
We end this introduction by stating some notation and recalling some basic
concepts which will appear throughout the paper.
We represent by /  ; S and j  j the Euclidean inner product and norm in the
linear space Rn and by jjAjj the associated norm of a real matrix AALðRnÞ
(independently of the dimension of the space). For any bounded real matrix-valued
function A : R-LðRnÞ; we write jjAjjN ¼ suptARjjAðtÞjj: In fact, we will use the
same notation jj  jjN for the superior norm of any bounded function deﬁned from R
to a normed vector space: this should not give rise to confusion.
To complete the notation, Cn will represent the space of continuous functions
h : ½1; 0	-Rn endowed with the topology of the norm jjhjj ¼ maxtA½1;0	jhðtÞj:
Finally, given an interval ICR; a point tAR with ½t  1; t	CI ; and a function h :
I-Rn; ht will denote the element of C
n given by htðsÞ ¼ hðt þ sÞ:
As said before, the concept of almost-periodicity plays a fundamental role
in the statements and proofs of our results. A continuous real function f : R-R
is (Bohr) almost-periodic if for every e40 the set ftAR j j f ðt þ tÞ  f ðtÞjoe for all tg
is relatively dense. Recall that a subset SCR is relatively dense if there exists a
compact subset KCR such that R ¼ K þ S; or, equivalently, if there exists a positive
number l such that S has at least an element at any real interval of length l: In
particular, an almost-periodic function is bounded. It is known that almost-periodic
functions are precisely those which can be approximated by trigonometrical
polynomials; i.e. f is almost-periodic if and only if given any e40 there exists a
ﬁnite number of complex constants a1;y; al and real constants w1;y; wl such that
j f ðtÞ Plj¼1 ajeiwjtjpe for every tAR: A vector or matrix function is almost-periodic
if all its components satisfy the previous deﬁnition. The most basic results
concerning the characteristics of almost-periodic functions and almost-periodic
ﬂows can be found in [6,8,34,35].
Finally, we recall some basic facts concerning the index of a vector ﬁeld in Rn:
Given a C1-function V : Rn-R; its gradient vector will be written as V 0 : Rn-Rn:
Assume that the vector ﬁeld V 0 : Rn-Rn does not vanish in the border of the ball
BnðrÞ ¼ fzARn j jzjprg: Then, in case V 0 belongs to C1ðRn;RnÞ and only has non-
degenerate zeros, the rotation index of V 0 in the ball is deﬁned as
IndðV 0; BnðrÞÞ ¼
X
zAðV 0Þ1f0g-BnðrÞ
sign det JV 0z;
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where sign det JV 0z takes the value 1 or 1 as the Jacobian determinant of V 0 at z is
positive or negative, respectively; whereas in the general case V 0ACðRn;RnÞ; the
rotation index (also called Brouwer degree) is given by the (common) value of the
degree of sufﬁciently close approximations to V 0 by maps of the type above (see [25,
Chapter II]). In case V 0ðzÞa0 for every zeBnðrÞ (i.e. if V is non-singular), this index
is independent of the choice of the ball Bnðr0Þ with r04r: We call it rotation index of
V 0 at infinity and denote it simply as IndðV 0Þ: It is known that the rotation index at
inﬁnity of a non-singular coercive V (i.e. limjzj-NVðzÞ ¼N) equals 1, as proved in
[21, Theorem 12.9]. The existence of a C1-function V with non-null rotation index at
inﬁnity will be a fundamental hypothesis in our results, whose proofs also require
some relevant facts of Mawhin’s abstract degree theory for mappings between real
normed spaces, which can be found in [25].
2. Complete guiding sets
Throughout these pages we will work with a real functional differential equation
z0 ¼ hðt; ztÞ; ð2:1Þ
given by a function h : R Cn-Rn; ðt; hÞ/hðt; hÞ: This function h will be always
supposed to satisfy the following conditions:
(h1) h is continuous in its domain and Lipschitzian in h in the compact subsets of
R Cn; and
(h2) h is bounded in the bounded subsets of R Cn:
A solution of this equation is a continuous function h : ½a 1; bÞ-Rn (bpNÞ with
continuous derivative in ½a; bÞ and such that h0ðtÞ ¼ hðt; htÞ for any tA½a; bÞ (right-
derivative at a). Condition (h1) assures the existence of a unique maximal solution
h : ½1; bÞ-Rn of the initial value problem
z0 ¼ hðt; ztÞ;
zj½1;0	 ¼ h0
(
ð2:2Þ
for every h0ACn; which in addition varies continuously with respect to the initial
data (see e.g. Section 2.2 of [14]). Here, maximality means that the solution cannot be
continued to the right of b: A C1-function h : R-Rn is a solution of (2.1) if h0ðtÞ ¼
hðt; htÞ for any tAR:
Given an interval ½S; T 	; we deﬁne
CnS;T ¼ fh : ½S  1; T 	-Rn continuous j hS ¼ hTg:
In order to establish conditions assuring the existence of bounded solutions for (2.1),
we introduce the concept of complete guiding set.
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Deﬁnition 2.1. A set of C1-functions V ; W ; V1;y; Vl : Rn-R is a complete guiding
set (CGS) for Eq. (2.1) on ½S; T 	 if there exist positive constants r and C such that
(a)
R T
S
/V 0ðhðtÞÞ; hðt; htÞS dtp0 for every hACnS;T satisfying jhðtÞjXr for all
tA½S; T 	;
(b)
R t2
t1
/V 0j ðhðtÞÞ; hðt; htÞS dtpC for all j ¼ 1;y; l and whenever Spt1ot2pT ; for
every hACnS;T satisfying jhðtÞjXr for all tA½t1; t2	;
(c) limjzj-NðjV1ðzÞj þ?þ jVlðzÞjÞ ¼N;
(d) /V 0ðzÞ; W 0ðzÞS40 for jzjXr;
(e) /V 0j ðzÞ; W 0ðzÞS40 for j ¼ 1;y; l and jzjXr; and
(f) the rotation index of W 0 at inﬁnity is different from zero.
The set V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a CGS for Eq. (2.1) on ½0;NÞ if there exists an increasing
sequence TkmN such that V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a CGS on ½0; Tk	 for every kAN; with
the same constants r and C for every Tk:
The set V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a CGS for Eq. (2.1) on R if there exist an increasing
sequence TkmN and a decreasing sequence SkkN such that V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a
CGS on ½Sk; Tk	 for every kAN; with the same constants r and C for every pair
Sk; Tk:
Remarks 2.2. (1) Note that, in the case of ODEs, a function V satisfying (a) in the
interval ½0; T 	 and (d) is an averaged guiding function on the set fzARn j jzjXrg for
the problem z0 ¼ hðt; zÞ; zð0Þ ¼ zðTÞ; according to the deﬁnition given in [27].
(2) Assume that the C1-functions V1;y; Vl satisfy conditions (b) and (c) and
deﬁne mj ¼ minjzjprVjðzÞ and Mj ¼ maxjzjprVjðzÞ for each j ¼ 1;y; l: Then there
exists a positive constant R such that
if mj  2CpVjðzÞpMj þ 2C for j ¼ 1;y; l; then jzjoR: ð2:3Þ
Theorem 2.3. Assume that Eq. (2.1) admits a CGS on ½S; T 	: Then it has at least
a solution hACnS;T satisfying jhðtÞjpR for every tA½S  1; T 	; where R is defined
by (2.3).
Proof. The method of proof is standard in the theory of guiding functions.
Following [25,27], we consider the family of equations
z0 ¼ ð1 lÞ W 0ðzÞ þ l hðt; ztÞ; ð2:4Þ
for each lA½0; 1	: The ﬁrst step of the proof shows that any possible solution hACnS;T
of (2.4) for any lA½0; 1Þ is bounded by R: According to Remark 2.2, it is enough to
show that
mj  2CpVjðhðtÞÞpMj þ 2C for all tA½S; T 	 ð2:5Þ
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for j ¼ 1;y; l: Let U represent any of the functions V or Vj ð j ¼ 1;y; lÞ and note
that UðhðtÞÞ satisﬁes
Uðhðt2ÞÞ  Uðhðt1ÞÞ ¼  ð1 lÞ
Z t2
t1
/U 0ðhðtÞÞ; W 0ðhðtÞÞS dt
þ l
Z t2
t1
/U 0ðhðtÞÞ; hðt; htÞS dt ð2:6Þ
for any pair of points t1; t2 in ½S; T 	:
We begin by proving that inequality jhðtÞjXr cannot be satisﬁed for every
tA½S; T 	: if it were so, then 0 ¼ VðhðTÞÞ  VðhðSÞÞo0 according to relation (2.6)
and conditions (d) and (a) of Deﬁnition 2.1. This is impossible, and hence there exists
tA½S; T 	 with jhðtÞjor: In particular, VjðhðtÞÞpMj for j ¼ 1;y; l:
Now we ﬁx jAf1;y; lg: If there exists an interval ½a; b	C½t; T 	 with VjðhðaÞÞ ¼
Mj and VjðhðtÞÞ4Mj for every tAða; b	; then relation (2.6) and conditions (e) and (b)
of Deﬁnition 2.1 assure that VjðhðtÞÞ  VjðhðaÞÞpC: Consequently, VjðhðtÞÞpMj þ
C on ½t; T 	: In particular, VjðhðSÞÞ ¼ VjðhðTÞÞpMj þ C: Finally, if there exists an
interval ½c; d	C½S; t	 with VjðhðcÞÞ ¼ Mj þ C and VjðhðtÞÞ4Mj þ C for every
tAðc; d	; then VjðhðtÞÞ  VjðhðcÞÞpC; and hence VjðhðtÞÞpMj þ 2C in ½S; t	:
This shows the second inequality in (2.5). The ﬁrst one is proved in a ‘‘symmetric’’
way: since VjðhðtÞÞXmj; we can show that VjðhðtÞÞXmj  C in ½S; t	 and deduce
that VjðhðtÞÞXmj  2C in ½t; T 	:
Once this a priori bound for the possible solutions in CnS;T of (2.4) for lA½0; 1Þ has
been established, the existence of a solution follows from the same argument on
degree theory concluding, for instance, the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [27]. This
argument is based on the abstract degree theory given in [25, Chapter II]. We sketch
it for reader’s convenience. Let us consider the metric spaces X ¼ CnS;T and Z ¼
Cð½S; T 	;RnÞ; with jjhjj ¼ suptA½S;T 	jhðtÞj: We deﬁne L : X-C1ð½S; T 	;RnÞ-Z by
L hðtÞ ¼ h0ðtÞ and N : X  ½0; 1	-Z by Nðh; lÞðtÞ ¼ ð1 lÞ W 0ðhðtÞÞ þ l hðt; htÞ:
Let B be the bounded open subset of X of functions with jjhjjoR: We have checked
that if lA½0; 1Þ; then LðÞ  Nð; lÞ does not vanish for h in the border of B;
consequently the coincidence degree DL½LðÞ  Nð; lÞ;B	 is well deﬁned (note that
conditions on h assure that N is L-compact inB ½0; 1	). If LðÞ  Nð; 1Þ vanishes at
a h in the border of B; this h is the searched solution. If not, by the homotopy
invariance of the coincidence degree, Lemma VI.1 in [25] and condition (f) of
Deﬁnition 2.1,
DL½LðÞ  Nð; 1Þ;B	 ¼ DL½LðÞ  Nð; 0Þ;B	 ¼7IndðW 0Þa0;
which assures the existence of a zero of LðÞ  Nð; 1Þ in B: Consequently, Eq. (2.1)
has always a solution in the closure of B; as asserted. &
Remarks 2.4. (1) Note that if the inequality in condition (a) is strict, then any
solution hACnS;T of Eq. (2.1) is bounded by the constant R: This can be checked
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repeating for this equation the argument used at the beginning of the previous proof
for the solutions of Eq. (2.4).
(2) In the line of the results of [24], Theorem 2.3 establishes conditions assuring the
existence of T-periodic solutions in the case of a functional differential equation (2.1)
given by a function hðt; hÞ which is T-periodic in t: the existence of a solution hACn0;T
of (2.1) means the existence of a solution of the boundary value problem
z0 ¼ hðt; ztÞ;
z0 ¼ zT ;

and hence of a T-periodic solution when hðt þ T ; hÞ ¼ hðt; hÞ: Results based on the
guiding functions method concerning the existence of T-periodic solutions in the
particular case of ODEs can be found in [20,27], among others.
The previous result and the independence with respect to the sequence of intervals
required in the deﬁnition of complete guiding set on ½0;NÞ and R allow us to show
the existence of a priori bounded solutions.
Theorem 2.5. (1) If Eq. (2.1) admits a CGS on ½0;NÞ; then it has at least a solution
h : ½1;NÞ-Rn which satisfies jhðtÞjpR for every tA½1;NÞ; where R is defined
by (2.3).
(2) If Eq. (2.1) admits a CGS on R; then it has at least a solution h : R-Rn which
satisfies jhðtÞjpR for every tAR; where R is defined by (2.3).
Proof. We check the second assertion, the proof of the ﬁrst one being simpler.
Theorem 2.3 assures the existence of a sequence hk : ½Sk  1; Tk	-Rn of solutions of
(2.1) with hkSk ¼ hkTk and such that jhkðtÞjpR (the constant R being independent of k)
in ½Sk  1; Tk	: We can assume Skp k and kpTk:
Now, for each positive integer l we consider the sequence of restricted continuous
functions hl;k ¼ hkj½l;l	 for kXl; and note that it is uniformly bounded by R: Besides,
for tA½l; l	; ðhl;kÞ0ðtÞ ¼ hðt; hkt Þ (where the derivatives are lateral in l and l);
consequently the sequence is also equicontinuous. Arzela`–Ascoli theorem provides a
subsequence ðhl;klj Þ which converges as j-N to a limit *hl uniformly in ½l; l	: In
particular, ð*hlÞ0ðtÞ ¼ hðt; *hltÞ for tA½l þ 1; l	: We can follow a Cantor diagonal process:
we choose ðhlþ1;klþ1j Þ as a subsequence of ðhl;klj Þ; so that the diagonal subsequence ðhl;kll Þ
converges as l-N to a function h; which is deﬁned in the whole of R and agrees with
*hl in ½l; l	: Therefore h : R-Rn satisﬁes (2.1) and is bounded by R; as asserted. &
Remark 2.6. Note that a unique function V satisfying conditions (a) and (b)
constitutes a CGS on ½S; T 	 when, in addition,
ðc0) limjzj-NVðzÞ ¼N; and
(d0) V 0ðzÞa0 whenever jzjXr;
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since these conditions assure that the coercive function V satisﬁes (f), and hence
we can take W ¼ V1 ¼ V in Deﬁnition 2.1. So that the existence of a C1-function
V satisfying conditions (c0) and (d0) and also conditions (a) and (b) on ½Sk; Tk	
for sequences Sk k N and Tk mN (with C and r independent of k), guarantees
the existence of a solution of (2.1) deﬁned in R and bounded by a constant R
previously determined. (Replacing condition (c0) by limjzj-NVðzÞ ¼ N leads
us to the same conclusion.) When (a) and (b) are satisﬁed in ½0; Tk	 for Tk mN
(C and r always independent of k), we obtain the a priori bounded solution in
½1;NÞ: But in fact, as stated in the next result, much less restrictive hypotheses
sufﬁce to assure that any solution can be globally extended as t increases and remains
bounded at þN: In other words, these hypotheses convert V in a Lyapunov-type
function.
Theorem 2.7. Assume that there exist a function VAC1ðRn;RÞ satisfying condition ðc0)
and positive constants r and C such that
(b0)
R t2
t1
/V 0ðhðtÞÞ; hðt; htÞS dtpC whenever 0pt1ot2 for every continuous function
h : ½t1  1; t2	-Rn satisfying jhðtÞjXr for all tA½t1; t2	:
Then the solution of the Cauchy problem (2.2) can be globally extended as t increases
and is bounded in ½1;NÞ for any initial value h0ACn:
Proof. Let h : ½1; bÞ-Rn be the maximal solution of the problem (2.2). If jhðtÞjor
for any tA½0; bÞ then b ¼N and the assertion is true. Assume that this is not the
case, and take any interval ½a; b	C½0; bÞ with jhðtÞjXr for every tA½a; b	; then, at any
point t of this interval,
VðhðtÞÞ ¼ VðhðaÞÞ þ
Z t
a
/V 0ðhðsÞÞ; hðs; hsÞS dspVðhðaÞÞ þ C:
Therefore, for any tA½0; bÞ; VðhðtÞÞpM þ C; where
M ¼ max Vðhð0ÞÞ;max
jzjpr
jVðzÞj
 
: ð2:7Þ
Condition (c0) assures the boundedness of the solution at t; and hence b ¼N: &
Note that the existence of a function aAL1locð½0;NÞ;RÞ satisfying condition
sup0pt1pt2
R t2
t1
aðtÞ dtoN and such that
(g) /V 0ðhð0ÞÞ; hðt; hÞSpaðtÞ for any hACn with jhð0ÞjXr;
sufﬁces to guarantee that V satisﬁes condition (b0). Consequently, if a function
VAC1ðRn;RÞ satisﬁes (c0) and (g), where a satisﬁes the condition given above, all the
solutions of the equation remain bounded as t increases. Next result completes the
study of this situation, establishing a limiting behavior under a different condition
for the bound a of the Euclidean product of V 0 and h:
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Theorem 2.8. Assume that the function V satisfies conditions (c0) and (g) for a function
aALNð½0;NÞ;RÞ such that
lim sup
t2t1-N; 0pt1ot2
1
t2  t1
Z t2
t1
aðtÞ dtp0:
Then the solution hðtÞ of the Cauchy problem (2.2) can be globally extended as t
increases and satisfies
lim
t-N
VðhðtÞÞ
t
¼ 0
for any initial value h0ACn:
Proof. Let us take a positive constant D with jaðtÞjpD Lebesgue-a.e. in ½0;NÞ: We
can assume without loss of generality that VðzÞ40 whenever jzjXr: Let h :
½1; bÞ-Rn be a maximal solution of (2.2), and deﬁne M by (2.7). First we note that
b ¼N: if it were not the case, conditions on V and a would imply that
N ¼ lim
t-b
VðhðtÞÞpM þ bD;
impossible. Now we take any e40: We will show that there exists te such that
M
t
pVðhðtÞÞ
t
pM
t
þ e whenever t4te; ð2:8Þ
which proves the statement. Note that the ﬁrst inequality follows immediately from
the deﬁnition of M: In order to prove the second one, we choose re and te by the
conditions
1
t2  t1
Z t2
t1
aðsÞ dspe for 0pt1ot2  re; te ¼ D ree :
Note that if t4te and 0papt; then
1
t
Z t
a
aðsÞ dsp
t  a
t
eoe if t  a4re;
D re
t
oD re
te
¼ e if t  apre:
8><
>: ð2:9Þ
Now we return to our solution h and take t4te: If VðhðtÞÞpM; there is nothing to
prove. If this is not the case, we take an interval ½a; t	C½0;NÞ with VðhðaÞÞpM and
jhðsÞjXr for any sA½a; tÞ: Hence
VðhðtÞÞ
t
pVðhðaÞÞ
t
þ 1
t
Z t
a
aðsÞ ds;
and the second inequality in (2.8) follows from (2.9). &
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3. Uniform complete guiding sets
The next two sections are devoted to the establish conditions assuring the existence
of bounded solutions for functional differential equations of the form
x0 ¼ fðt; xt; ytÞ;
y0 ¼ AðtÞyþ gðt; xt; ytÞ ð3:1Þ
of dimension p þ m ð pX0; mX0Þ; satisfying the following conditions:
(h0) A : R-LðRmÞ is a continuous matrix-valued function,
(h1) f : R Cpþm-Rp and g : R Cpþm-Rm are continuous in their domains and
Lipschitzian in ðu;wÞ in the compact sets of R Cpþm; and
(h2) f and g are bounded in the bounded subsets of R Cpþm:
In fact, in this section only the case of a constant matrix A is considered, the analysis
of more general situations being postponed to the next one.
In order to establish these conditions, we need to extend the concept of CGS to a
parametric family of equations
x0 ¼ fðt; xt;wtÞ; ð3:2Þ
where w is any continuous curve in Rm: First we establish some notation: given
wACm; we represent jjwjj ¼ sup1ptp0jwðtÞj; as before, and deﬁne
jjwjjL ¼ jjwjj þ sup1psotp0
jwðtÞ  wðsÞj
jt  sj :
Now, given R40; we denote
BmS;TðRÞ ¼ fwACmS;T j jjwtjjpR for all tA½S; T 	g
and
KmS;T ðRÞ ¼ fwACmS;T j jjwtjjLpR for all tA½S; T 	g:
Clearly, the norm jj  jjL provides a Banach space structure on the set KmS;T ¼
fwACmS;T j jjwtjjLoN for all tA½S; T 	g; whose elements are Lipschitz functions.
Arzela`–Ascoli theorem assures thatKmS;TðRÞ is a relatively compact subset of CmS;T
for any R40; in other words, the inclusion KmS;T+C
m
S;T is a compact linear map.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A set of C1-functions V ; W ; V1;y; Vl : Rp-R is a B-uniform CGS
(resp. K-uniform CGS) for Eq. 3.2 on ½S; T 	 if given any positive constant R there
exist positive constants r ¼ rðRÞ and C ¼ CðRÞ such that
(a) R T
S
/V 0ðuðtÞÞ; fðt;ut;wtÞS dtp0 for every uACpS;T satisfying juðtÞjXr for all
tA½S; T 	 and every wABmS;TðRÞ (resp. wAKmS;TðRÞ),
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(b)
R t2
t1
/V 0j ðuðtÞÞ; fðt;ut;wtÞS dtpC for all j ¼ 1;y; l and Spt1ot2pT ; for
every uACpS;T satisfying juðtÞjXr for all tA½t1; t2	 and every wABmS;TðRÞ (resp.
wAKmS;TðRÞ),
and, in addition, conditions (c)–(f) of Deﬁnition 2.1 are satisﬁed.
The set V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a B-uniform CGS (resp.K-uniform CGS) for Eq. (3.2) on
½0;NÞ if there exists an increasing sequence TkmN such that V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a B-
uniform (resp. K-uniform) CGS on ½0; Tk	 for every kAN; with constants r and C
depending on R but not on Tk:
The set V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a B-uniform CGS (resp.K-uniform CGS) for Eq. (3.2)
on R if there exist an increasing sequence TkmN and a decreasing sequence SkkN
such that V ; W ; V1;y; Vl is a B-uniform (resp. K-uniform) CGS on ½Sk; Tk	 for
every kAN; with constants r and C depending on R but not on the pair Sk; Tk:
The idea of B- andK-uniformity allows us to apply the techniques and properties
studied in the previous section to Eq. (3.1). This application, which will be basic to
establish further results, is also based on the existence of an exponential dichotomy
(or hyperbolic splitting) for the associated linear system
y0 ¼ AðtÞ y: ð3:3Þ
Recall that Eq. (3.3) has an exponential dichotomy on R (ED for short) if there is a
projector PALðRmÞ (i.e. P2 ¼ P) and positive constants K ; b such that
(i) jjYðtÞ P Y1ðsÞjjpKebðtsÞ for spt;
(ii) jjYðtÞ ðIm  PÞ Y1ðsÞjjpKebðstÞ for tps:
Here Im represents the identity matrix and Y ðtÞ is the matrix solution of (3.3) with
Yð0Þ ¼ Im:
If A is a constant matrix, the ED of (3.3) is equivalent to non-occurrence of purely
imaginary eigenvalues. Is this case A is said to be hyperbolic. This is one of the
hypotheses in the next result.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that all the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Eq. (3.2) admits a B-uniform CGS on ½0;NÞ; V ; W ; V1;y; Vl ;
(2) AðtÞ agrees with a hyperbolic constant matrix A; and
(3) limjwð0Þj-Ngðt;u;wÞ=jwð0Þj ¼ 0; being this convergence uniform with respect to
ðt;uÞAR Cp:
Then Eq. (3.1) has at least a solution which is defined and a priori bounded in the half-
line ½1;NÞ:
In addition, replacing condition (1) by the existence of a B-uniform CGS on R for
Eq. (3.2) assures the existence of at least a solution of Eq. (3.1) defined and a priori
bounded in the whole of R:
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Proof. Let us assume that Eq. (3.2) admit a B-uniform CGS on a real interval ½S; T 	:
As in Theorem 2.5, both statements follow easily once established the existence of a
solution ðu
w
ÞACpþmS;T of (3.1) satisfying uðtÞwðtÞ
  pR˜ for all tA½S; T 	; the constant R˜ being
independent of S; T : (Note that this result does not follow directly from Theorem 2.3,
since the required hypotheses do not mean the existence of a CGS for Eq. (3.1).)
The hyperbolic character of A assures the existence of a non-singular symmetric
constant matrix HA such that HAA þ AHAp Im (see [4, Proposition 7.3]), where
A represents the transpose of A: We deﬁne ZðyÞ ¼ yHAy: Thus,
/Z0ðwð0ÞÞ; A wð0Þ þ gðt;u;wÞSpjwð0Þj2 2jjHAjjjgðt;u;wÞjjwð0Þj  1
 
and hence condition (3) implies the existence of a positive constant r (independent
of S; T) such that if w : ½S  1; T 	-Rm satisﬁes jwðtÞjXr for all tA½t1; t2	; thenZ t2
t1
/Z0ðwðtÞÞ; A wðtÞ þ gðt;ut;wtÞS dto0
for every u : ½S  1; T 	-Rp:
In addition note that, since Z0ðyÞ ¼ 2HAy and HA is non-singular, the rotation
index at inﬁnity of the map W
0ðxÞ
Z0ðyÞ
 
is well deﬁned and different from zero. We
consider the family of equations
x0 ¼  ð1 lÞ W 0ðxÞ þ l fðt; xt; ytÞ;
y0 ¼  ð1 lÞ Z0ðyÞ þ l ðA yþ gðt; xt; ytÞÞ
for lA½0; 1	 and assume that u
w
 
ACpþmS;T is a solution for the equation corresponding
to a value lA½0; 1Þ: Then w : ½S  1; T 	-Rm is a solution of the m-dimensional
equation
y0 ¼ ð1 lÞ Z0ðyÞ þ l ðA yþ gðt;ut; ytÞÞ: ð3:4Þ
After choosing a positive constant mA such that 2mAðA þ AÞpIm and H2A þ
mAHA40; we deﬁne U2ðyÞ ¼ yðHA þ mAImÞ y and U ¼ U1 ¼ Z: It is an easy exercise
to check that U ; Z; U1; U2 constitute a CGS on ½S; T 	 for (3.4) when l ¼ 1: As
proved in Theorem 2.3, this shows the existence of a constant R such that jwðtÞjoR
for all tA½S  1; T 	: This constant R can be determined from U1 and U2 by property
(2.3), and hence it depends on A and g and but not on S; T :
On the other hand, u : ½S  1; T 	-Rp is a solution of
x0 ¼ ð1 lÞ W 0ðxÞ þ l fðt; xt;wtÞ: ð3:5Þ
Having in mind that jwðtÞjoR for all tA½S  1; T 	; we can reason again as in
Theorem 2.3 to show that the B-uniformity hypothesis (1) assures that juðtÞjoR for
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all tA½S  1; T 	; where R is given by the corresponding property (2.3). It is important
to remark that the constant R depends on the functions V1;y; Vl associated to f and
on R; and hence also on A and g; but is independent of S; T :
So far we have proved that uðtÞ
wðtÞ
  oR˜; where R˜2 ¼ R2 þ ðRÞ2; under the
assumption that lA½0; 1Þ: In these conditions, the existence of the solution u
w
 
ACpþmS;T
of Eq. (3.5) for l ¼ 1 (i.e. for the initial equation (3.1)) bounded by R˜ follows from the
same argument used to complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. &
Remark 3.3. As in Remark 2.4, we point out that the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows
the existence of a solution (a priori bounded) of the boundary problem given by (3.1)
and z0 ¼ zT if conditions (2) and (3) are satisﬁed and, in addition, the family of
equations (3.2) admits a B-uniform CGS on ½0; T 	:
The last result of this section states that the conclusions of Theorem 3.2 are also
valid if we change theB-uniformity required in its condition (1) by the less restrictive
hypothesis of K-uniformity, under an additional hypothesis on g:
Theorem 3.4. Assume that all the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Eq. (3.2) admits a K-uniform CGS on ½0;NÞ; V ; W ; V1;y; Vl ;
(2) AðtÞ agrees with a hyperbolic constant matrix A; and
(3) the function g is bounded in the sets R Cp Bm; where Bm is any bounded subset
of Cm; and limjwð0Þj-Ngðt;u;wÞ=jwð0Þj ¼ 0; being this convergence uniform with
respect to ðt;uÞAR Cp:
Then Eq. (3.1) has at least a solution which is defined and a priori bounded in the half-
line ½1;NÞ:
In addition, replacing condition (1) by the existence of a K-uniform CGS on R for
Eq. (3.2) assures the existence of at least a solution of Eq. (3.1) defined and a priori
bounded in the whole of R:
Proof. We reproduce step by step the proof of Theorem 3.2, and note that any
solution wACmS;T of Eq. (3.4) bounded by a constant R
 has a bounded derivative;
hence it belongs to a setKmT ðRÞ (where the constant R can be a priori determined
from R; A and g), and the existence of theK-uniform CGS guarantees the existence
of an a priori bound for the solution uACpS;T of the corresponding Eq. (3.5). From
this point, the argument is identic. &
4. The almost-periodic case
Let us consider an equation of the form (3.1) satisfying the hypotheses imposed in
the previous section. As explained in the introduction, the extension of the results
there stated to the more general situation in which the coefﬁcient matrix AðtÞ of
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Eq. (3.1) is almost periodic, is strongly based on the idea of reducibility of a linear
system. Hence, as a ﬁrst step, we analyze the particular situation in which the linear
system (3.3) is reducible (the almost-periodic character not being required); i.e. there
is an invertible C1-function L : R-GLðm;RÞ such that both L and L1 are bounded
in R and such that the linear change of variables yðtÞ ¼ LðtÞ %yðtÞ takes (3.3) to the
system %y0 ¼ %A %y; where
%A ¼ L1ðtÞðAðtÞLðtÞ  L0ðtÞÞ ð4:1Þ
is a constant matrix. Note that the existence of an exponential dichotomy is
preserved by this transformation.
In order to simplify the explanation we will assume that g is bounded in its
domain, although this assumption can be easily weakened.
Proposition 4.1. Assume that all the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Eq. (3.2) admits a K-uniform CGS on R; V ; W ; V1;y; Vl ;
(2) the linear system (3.3) is reducible and has an ED, and
(3) the function g is bounded in R Cpþm:
Then Eq. (3.1) has at least a solution which is defined and a priori bounded in the whole
of R:
Proof. We ﬁx e40 and consider the perturbed equation
x0 ¼ eW 0ðxÞ þ fðt; xt; ytÞ;
y0 ¼ AðtÞyþ gðt; xt; ytÞ: ð4:2Þ
The main step of the proof leads us to assure that this equation has a solution which
is deﬁned in the whole of R and bounded by a constant R˜1 which can be a priori
determined and is independent of e: The statement of the theorem will then follow
easily from a limiting argument for a decreasing sequence ekk0:
The linear change of variables x ¼ %x; y ¼ LðtÞ%y takes (4.2) to
%x0 ¼ eW 0ð %xÞ þ %fðt; %xt; %ytÞ;
%y0 ¼ %A%yþ %gðt; %xt; %ytÞ; ð4:3Þ
where %A is given by (4.1), and %f and %g satisfy %fðt;u;wÞ ¼ fðt;u; LtwÞ and %gðt;u;wÞ ¼
L1ðtÞgðt;u; LtwÞ: The boundedness of L and L1 allows us to check that all the
conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisﬁed by Eq. (4.3), which proves the existence of a
bounded solution %u
e
%we
 
: R-Rpþm for this equation. Therefore, u
eðtÞ
weðtÞ
 
¼
Ip 0
0 LðtÞ
 
%ueðtÞ
%weðtÞ
 
is a bounded solution in R for Eq. (4.2).
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Our next objective is to ﬁnd an a priori bound for this solution (independent of L).
First we ﬁnd an a priori bound R1 for the second component w
e: Note that we is a
solution deﬁned and bounded in the whole of R of the equation
y0 ¼ AðtÞyþ GeðtÞ; ð4:4Þ
where the function GeðtÞ ¼ gðt;uet ;wetÞ is bounded in R by a positive constant, say C1;
hence the ED of (3.3) assures that we is the unique bounded solution of (4.4) and
satisﬁes
jjwejjNp
2KC1
b
(see [4, Proposition 7.2]). The constants K and b are those determining the ED of the
linear system. On their turn, this inequality and Eq. (4.4) assure the existence of a
constant R142KC1=b such that w
eAKmS;TðR1Þ for any interval ½S; T 	: Note that this
constant R1 is a priori determined and independent of e:
Now we will ﬁnd an a priori bound R1 for the ﬁrst component, u
e: So far we know
that it is a solution of the equation
x0 ¼ eW 0ðxÞ þ fðt; xt;wetÞ
deﬁned in R and bounded by a positive constant, say R: We denote the positive
constants rðR1Þ and CðR1Þ given by the K-uniformity on R imposed by condition
(1) by r and C and deﬁne M˜ ¼ maxjxjpR jV1ðxÞj and m˜ ¼
minrpjxjpR /V 01ðxÞ; W 0ðxÞS (changing R by a greater constant in case rXR). Let
us check the existence of sequences tkmN and tkkN (depending on e) such that
jueðtkÞjpr and jueðtkÞjpr: Assume that jueðtÞjXr for every tA½Tk=2; Tk	: Then,
according to properties (e) and ðbÞ of Deﬁnition 3.1,
2M˜pV1ðueðTkÞÞ  V1ðueðTk=2ÞÞ
¼  e
Z Tk
Tk=2
/V 01ðueðsÞÞ; W 0ðueðsÞÞSds
þ
Z Tk
Tk=2
/V 01ðueðsÞÞ; fðt;ueðsÞ;weðsÞSdsp
em˜Tk
2
þ C;
and this is impossible for k large enough, since m˜40 and TkmN: Therefore we ﬁnd
the searched tk in the interval ½Tk=2; Tk	: Analogously, if jueðtÞjXr for every
tA½Sk; Sk=2	; we have
2M˜pV1ðueðSk=2ÞÞ  V1ðueðSkÞÞpem˜Sk
2
þ C;
and, as before, we ﬁnd tk in the interval ½Sk; Sk=2	 for k large enough.
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Now we reproduce the argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to show that
for every tA½tk; tk	 and j ¼ 1;y; l;
mj  CpVjðueðtÞÞpMj þ C;
where mj ¼ minjxjprVjðxÞ and Mj ¼ maxjxjprVjðxÞ: Hence the inequalities are valid
in R: This property and condition (c) of Deﬁnition 3.1 assure the existence of a
bound R1 such that jueðtÞjpR1 in R: This constant R1 can be a priori determined
from the functions V1;y; Vl associated to f and from R1 (and hence from f;
A and g).
Finally, we choose a sequence ekk0 such that the limit ðuwÞ ¼ limk-N ðu
ek
wek
Þ exists.
Arzela`–Ascoli theorem and conditions on the coefﬁcients of the equation guarantee
that this choice is possible. Then this limit is a solution of Eq. (3.1) bounded by
R˜1 ¼ ðR21 þ ðR1Þ2Þ1=2; which completes the proof. &
The existence of the a priori bound R˜1 obtained in the previous theorem will be
fundamental in the proof of the last and main result of this section.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that all the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Eq. (3.2) admits a K-uniform CGS on R; V ; W ; V1;y; Vl ;
(2) AðtÞ is almost periodic and the linear system (3.3) has an ED, and
(3) the function g is bounded in R Cpþm:
Then Eq. (3.1) has at least a solution which is defined and a priori bounded in the
whole of R:
Proof. As a ﬁrst step, we will prove the result under the assumption that AðtÞ is
quasi-periodic. That is, there exist an integer d and a matrix-valued function A˜
deﬁned and continuous in the d-torus Td ¼ Rd=ð2pZÞd such that AðtÞ ¼ A˜ðv0 þ utÞ
where v0 is a ﬁxed element of T
d and u is a rationally independent vector. (Note that
ðt; vÞ/vþ ut ðmod 2pÞ deﬁnes a (Kroneker) minimal ﬂow on Td :) Let us consider
the set BC ¼ fBACðR;LðRmÞÞ jjjBjjNpCg; where C is a ﬁxed constant greater than
jjA˜jjN: Obviously AABC : Endow this set BC with the topology of the uniform
convergence in compact sets. Then the hull of A in BC (i.e. the closure of the set of
time-translated maps AsðtÞ ¼ Aðt þ sÞ) is the set M0 ¼ fAvj vATdg; where AvðtÞ ¼
A˜ðvþ u tÞ; and is a compact subset of BC :
LetL be the space LNðR;LðRmÞÞ of the bounded maps endowed with the weak-
topology: Bk-B if and only if
RN
N BkðtÞ f ðtÞ dt-
RN
N BðtÞ f ðtÞ dt for all
fAL1ðR;RÞ: Since L1ðR;RÞ is separable, the weak-closure BCCL of the norm-
bounded subset BC is a compact metrizable space. We ﬁx a metric compatible with
the topology. It is easy to check that M0 is a weak
-compact subspace of BC :
Now consider in BC the ﬂow given by translation: ðt; BÞ/Bt; with BtðsÞ ¼
Bðt þ sÞ and note thatM0 is a minimal subset ofBC ; i.e. an invariant compact subset
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which does not contain properly any other invariant compact set. Represent by
Yðt; BÞ the fundamental matrix solution of y0 ¼ BðtÞ y with Yð0; BÞ ¼ Im; and
consider the linear skew-product ﬂow
F : RBC  Rm-BC  Rm; ðt; B; y0Þ/ðBt; Yðt; BÞ y0Þ:
The ED for (3.3) is equivalent to the ED for the ﬂow F on M0: This is due to the
minimality of M0 and the occurrence of ED for the particular element Av0AM0; as
proved in [33]. Recall that the ﬂow F has an ED on a compact subset KCBC if
there exist a continuous family of projectors P : K-LðRmÞ and positive constants
K ; b such that, for all BAK;
(i0) jjYðt; BÞPðBÞY1ðs; BÞjjpKebðtsÞ if spt;
(ii0) jjYðt; BÞðIm  PðBÞÞY1ðs; BÞjjpKebðstÞ if tps:
The ED on M0 and Sacker–Sell Perturbation Theorem [33] provide a proof of the
following result, fundamental in what follows: there exists e40 such that ifKCBC
is the largest compact invariant subset containing M0 and with Hausdorff distance
toM0 less than or equal to e; then the ﬂow F has an ED onK: Let K and b be the
constants determining this ED.
Now we take a sequence ðukÞ of rationally dependent vectors of Rd converging to
u: We deﬁne AkðtÞ ¼ A˜ðv0 þ uktÞ; and note that the hull of Ak is a subset of the
invariant compact set Mk ¼ fAkv j vATdg; where Akv ðtÞ ¼ A˜ðvþ uktÞ: Since Ak-A
uniformly in the compact sets of R; there exists k0 such that for any kXk0 the
Hausdorff distance fromMk toM0 is less than e=2: LetK be the smallest compact
invariant subset ofL containingM0,ð
S
kXk0 MkÞ; i.e. the closure of this set. Then
the Hausdorff distance from M0 to K is less than e; and hence KCK: In
particular, F has an ED onK: We remark that the constants K and b are common
for any matrix-valued function in K:
Next, we ﬁx kXk0 and consider the system
x0 ¼ fðt; xt; ytÞ;
y0 ¼ AkðtÞ yþ gðt; xt; ytÞ : ð4:5Þ
Floquet theory and the periodicity of AkðtÞ guarantee the reducibility of y0 ¼ AkðtÞ y;
and hence (4.5) satisﬁes all the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1. This assures that
Eq. (4.5) has a solution
uk
wk
 
: R-Rpþm such that u
kðtÞ
wkðtÞ
  pR˜1; where the constant
R˜1 is a priori determined and is independent of k: it only depends on the functions
V1;y; Vl associated to f; on the constants K and b determining the ED of the linear
systems on K; and on the bound of g:
Consequently, the sequence
uk
wk
 
is uniformly bounded; the boundedness
conditions on f and g guarantee the equicontinuity of the sequence. Hence,
Arzela`–Ascoli theorem provides a subsequence which converges to a limit ðu
w
Þ
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uniformly in the compact sets of R: Clearly, this limit of solutions is the solution of
the limit system (3.1) we were searching: it is bounded by R˜1 in the whole of R: This
concludes the proof of the result in the quasi-periodic case.
Now we can easily prove the theorem in the general almost-periodic case. An
almost-periodic function is the uniform limit in R of the sequence of trigonometrical
polynomials appearing in its Fourier series (see [8, Theorem 3.17]). In other words,
given an almost-periodic matrix AðtÞ; there exists a sequence of quasi-periodic
matrix-valued functions Ak convergent to A uniformly in R: This uniformity and the
ED of y0 ¼ AðtÞ y guarantee the ED for y0 ¼ AkðtÞ y for all kXk0; as well as the
existence of common constants K and b for all these systems (and also for their
periodic approximations). The previous result for the quasi-periodic case and a new
application of Arzela`–Ascoli theorem prove the statement. &
5. On a result of Ortega and Tineo
As an application of the concept of uniform CGS, we show how to include in our
setting and extend to a non-autonomous differential equation a result of Ortega and
Tineo [30], that here we formulate for a semilinear functional differential equation
with almost-periodic coefﬁcients in its linear part.
Let us begin by considering an n-order linear equation
wðnÞ þ cn1ðtÞ wðn1Þ þ?þ c1ðtÞ w0 þ c0ðtÞ w ¼ 0; ð5:1Þ
the coefﬁcients c0;y; cn1 being almost periodic real functions. We will make a non-
hyperbolicity hypothesis on this equation, formulated in terms of the Sacker–Sell
spectrum of the n-dimensional linear system
w0 ¼ CðtÞw ð5:2Þ
obtained from the previous equation by taking w ¼ ðw; w0;y; wðn1ÞÞ: Recall that the
Sacker–Sell spectrum of (5.2), represented by SðCÞ is deﬁned as the set of those lAR
for which the system
w0 ¼ ðCðtÞ  l InÞw
does not have an exponential dichotomy. The Spectral Theorem [33] assures
that SðCÞ is the union of dpn non-overlapping compact intervals ½aj ; bj	; and that
Rn can be written as the direct sum V1"?"Vd of d invariant spectral subspaces,
each of them corresponding to one of the spectral intervals: Vj is the linear subspace
of Rn generated by the elements w0 providing solutions with four Lyapunov
exponents
l7s ðw0Þ ¼ lim sup
t-7N
1
t
logjWðtÞ w0j; l7i ðw0Þ ¼ lim inft-7N
1
t
logjWðtÞ w0j
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lying in ½aj; bj 	 (see [19]). Here WðtÞ represents the matrix solution of the linear
system (5.2) with Wð0Þ ¼ In:
The mentioned hypothesis is the following: f0g is a degenerate spectral interval,
and the associated spectral subspace is the one-dimensional lineal space generated by
a bounded solution of Eq. (5.1) which never vanishes.
It is possible to show that this condition guarantees the existence of an almost-
periodic solution of Eq. (5.1), say w0; which never vanishes and has almost-periodic
derivatives w00;y; w
ðnÞ
0 : This assertion follows, for instance, from the diagonalization
result stated in Theorem 4.5 of [7] and from Proposition 1.13(b) of [18].
In this situation, the change of variables w ¼ w0ðtÞ z takes Eq. (5.1) to
zðnÞ þ an1ðtÞ zðn1Þ þ?þ a1ðtÞ z0 ¼ 0 ð5:3Þ
preserving the almost-periodic character and the frequency modulus (see [8]) of its
coefﬁcients. In addition, the ðn  1Þ-dimensional linear system
y0 ¼ AðtÞ y ¼
0 1 0 ? 0
^ ^ ^ ^
0 0 0 ? 1
a1ðtÞ a2ðtÞ a3ðtÞ ? an1ðtÞ
0
BBB@
1
CCCAy ð5:4Þ
has an ED, since the unique bounded solution for any of the systems of its hull is the
identically zero one; see [32]. (In fact, the spectral intervals of this system are those of
(5.2) excepting f0g:)
This ED assures the existence of almost-periodic C1-functions b1;y; bn1 with
bounded derivatives such that Eq. (5.3) can be rewritten as
1
bn1ðtÞ
d
dt
ðbn1ðtÞ zðn1Þ þ bn2ðtÞ zðn2Þ þ?þ b1ðtÞ z0 þ zÞ ¼ 0:
To check this assertion is enough to point out that ðb1;y; bn1Þ is the bounded
solution of the non-homogeneous adjoint system y0 ¼ AðtÞ yþ ð1; 0;y; 0Þ;
which exists and is unique due to the ED of its linear part (provided by the
hyperbolic character of AðtÞ).
The referred application concerns functional differential equations of the form
d
dt
ðbn1ðtÞ zðn1Þ þ bn2ðtÞ zðn2Þ þ?þ b1ðtÞ z0 þ zÞ þ hðztÞ ¼ pðtÞ; ð5:5Þ
where the functions h : C1-R and p : R-R are continuous, h is bounded in its
domain and Lipschitzian in the compact subsets of C1; and jbn1ðtÞjXb40 for every
tAR: In addition, the coefﬁcients b1;y; bn1 are supposed to satisfy the previous
properties; i.e. they are almost-periodic and the associated system (5.4), with aj ¼
ðb0j þ bj1Þ=bn1 (where b0 ¼ 1), is almost periodic and has an ED.
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We are interested in establishing conditions assuring the existence of a solution h
of (5.5) deﬁned and bounded (i.e. ðy; y0;y; yn1Þ bounded) in R: It is obvious that
the decompositions p ¼ q1 þ q2 and p=bn1 ¼ p1 þ p2; where p1; q1 are bounded
continuous and p2; q2 have bounded primitives, are necessary conditions for the
existence of such a solution. Following [30], our aim is to show that these
decompositions and
lim sup
hð0Þ-N
hðhÞo lim inf
t2t1-N
1
t2  t1
Z t2
t1
pðtÞ dt
p lim sup
t2t1-N
1
t2  t1
Z t2
t1
pðtÞ dto lim inf
hð0Þ-N
hðhÞ ð5:6Þ
are sufﬁcient conditions.
Thus, we assume both hypotheses, deﬁne
x ¼ bn1ðtÞzðn1Þ þ bn2ðtÞzðn2Þ þ?þ b1ðtÞz0 þ z;
y1 ¼ z0;
^
yn2 ¼ zðn2Þ;
yn1 ¼ zðn1Þ  PðtÞ
(where P is a bounded primitive of p2), and represent (5.5) in terms of these new
variables:
x0 ¼ f ðt; xt; ytÞ
y0 ¼AðtÞyþ gðt; xt; ytÞ; ð5:7Þ
where y ¼ ðy1;y; yn1Þ; A is the matrix in Eq. (5.4), and f and g are deﬁned by
%hðt;j;wÞ ¼ hðj ðb1Þtc1 ? ðbn1Þtcn1  ðbn1ÞtPtÞ;
f ðt;j;wÞ ¼ pðtÞ  %hðt;j;wÞ;
gðt;j;wÞ ¼
0
^
0
PðtÞ
p1ðtÞ  an1ðtÞPðtÞ  %hðt;u;wÞ=bn1ðtÞ
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
:
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Let V be a C1-extension of the function given by jxj for xeð1; 1Þ: We will show
that the imposed conditions assure that V satisﬁes all the properties required in
Deﬁnition 3.1. First, we deduce from (5.6) the existence of constants T˜40; *r41 and
m40 such that, whenever t2  t1XT˜ and h is continuous in ½t1  1; t2	 with jhðtÞjX *r
in ½t1; t2	; then Z t2
t1
hðtÞ
jhðtÞj ð pðtÞ  hðhtÞÞ dto m ðt2  t1Þo0: ð5:8Þ
(Note that hðtÞ=jhðtÞj is equal to 1 or 1 in the whole interval.) The boundedness of
PðtÞ assures that, given R40; there exists r ¼ rðRÞ40 such that, if jwjpR;
then jXr implies j ðb1Þtc1 ? ðbn1Þtcn1  ðbn1ÞtPtX *r; whereas jp r
implies j ðb1Þtc1 ? ðbn1Þtcn1  ðbn1ÞtPtp *r: These facts and (5.8)
assure that
Z t2
t1
jðtÞ
jjðtÞj f ðt;jt;wtÞ dto mðt2  t1Þo0 ð5:9Þ
if t2  t1XT˜ and w;j are continuous in ½t1  1; t2	 with jwðtÞjpR; jjðtÞjXr in
½t1; t2	: On the other hand, the (assumed) decomposition p ¼ q1 þ q2 (where q1 is
bounded and q2 has a bounded primitive) and the boundedness of h; assure the
existence of a positive constant C such thatZ t2
t1
jðtÞ
jjðtÞj f ðt;jt;wtÞ dtpC ð5:10Þ
also when t2  t1oT˜: From here it can be easily deduced that VðxÞ satisﬁes
conditions (a) and (b) of Deﬁnition 3.1. In addition, V is coercive, and hence
Remark 2.6 assures that it constitutes a B-uniform CGS on R for the parametric
equation x0 ¼ f ðt; xt;wtÞ; as asserted.
The continuity of p and the boundedness of h assure that f is bounded in the
bounded subsets of R Cn: The ED of the almost-periodic system (5.4) and the
boundedness of g complete the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. This proves the existence
of a solution of (5.7) deﬁned and bounded in R; which on its turn provides a
bounded solution for the initial equation (5.5). (Furthermore, from inequality (5.9) it
is not hard to deduce that any bounded solution of Eq. (5.5) has an a priori bound.)
We point out that if p is a continuous real function in ½0;NÞ such that p ¼ q1 þ q2
and p=bn1 ¼ p1 þ p2 with the same properties than before, and if condition (5.6) is
replaced by the less restrictive inequalities
lim sup
hð0Þ-N
hðhÞo lim inf
0pt1ot2;t2t1-N
1
t2  t1
Z t2
t1
pðtÞ dt
p lim sup
0pt1ot2;t2t1-N
1
t2  t1
Z t2
t1
pðtÞdto lim inf
hð0Þ-N
hðhÞ;
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then it is possible to assure the existence of a bounded solution of Eq. (5.5) on
½1;NÞ: The key point is the extension of the function p to a new function p˜ : R-R
which agrees with p in ½0;NÞ and satisﬁes in the whole line the hypotheses required
for the independent term in the previous argument.
In addition, it is easy to show that any solution z : ½a; bÞ-R of Eq. (5.5) can be
continued to þN; and the bounds provided by (5.9) and (5.10) allow us to adapt to
this situation the proof of Theorem 2.7 in order to show that z is bounded in case
z0;y; zðn1Þ are bounded.
To conclude, we point out that Ortega-Tineo’s case [30] is included in our equation
(5.5) by considering a bounded continuous function h : R-R and taking b1;y; bn1
as real constants.
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